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NEW QUESTION: 1
29. Universal containers has recently started using forecasting
in collaboration with sales stages to better understand
pipeline. All sales reps have submitted their forecasting
numbers for approval. The VP pf sales is reviewing the forecast
and sees that the open opportunity pipeline report contains a
total of $25,000. The VP of sales then notices that there is
$15,000 that is not included in the pipeline forecast summary.
What should a consultant suggest as a possible reason for

exclusion?
A. The $15,000 is business that is too new and has c
B. The $15,000 is business that is in the Best case category,
which is excluded from the pipeline forecast
'-' summary
C. The 515,000 is business that had already been lost and,
therefore, is excluded from the pipeline forecast
'-' summary
D. The S15,000 is business that is in the commit category,
which is excluded from the pipeline forecast summary*
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to
determine if it is correct.
A company named Contoso, Ltd. builds cloud applications.
Microsoft Azure allows the company's developers to deploy and
manage their applications and to pay for only the resources
that their applications use.
Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct
select "No change is needed." If the statement is incorrect
select the answer choice that makes the statement correct.
A. No change is needed.
B. Windows Intune
C. A Microsoft Office 365 Developer subscription
D. A Power BI for Office 365 subscription
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company has one CUCM located in North America and another
cluster located in Europe. IT department has piloted
deployment to enable SIP URI dialling and call from video
endpoints between clusters. The engineer performs
following three steps,
-Define Cluster ID on both CUCM clusters
-Exchange tomcat certificates with other nodes
-Setup Role option for primary/hub cluster
Which additional three steps are required to make SIP URI
dialing work between the clusters? (Choose three)
A. Configure the hunt list
B. Configure the hunt pilot
C. Define SIP route pattern
D. Configure the SIP trunk
E. Setup role option for secondary cluster/spoke cluster
F. Configure the route pattern
G. Configure the route list
Answer: C,D,E
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